HUOT MANUFACTURING CO.

550 N. Wheeler St. - St, Paul 4, Minnesota
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One piece deep drown r,igidly re-inforced cover adds
extra strength and beauty.

Rounded non-catch corners contribute to strength and
modern appearance.

Built in heavy throw-bar lock for tops in security.

length piano hinges .
action.

tray handle is stronger and easier to carry.
One piece deep drown tray, no welded ends
to break.
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-Optional color choice of durable infra-red
enamel.
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Compound spill proof drawer slides.
Slides not illustrated . ·

'Made of heavy gauge steel rigidly re-inforced .
Exceeds U.S. Govern ment specifications.

are cork covered for precision tool
protection.
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tfa1d:.vare io bonderized , aluminized and clear epoxy
c6cited for beauty and corrosion resistance.

handles, larg•»t obtainable.

,~~~RIAL) Made from

heavy gauges prime cold
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LOC K). Center top drawer may be locked
locking rest of cabinet. Protect valuables.
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(DRAWERS) Severa l drawers have movab le dividers
for small tools.

(DRAWERS) Top drawers have cork lining for precision tool protection.

(LOCKING PANEL) Hyde-Way front locking panel
secures valuable tools. Covers entire cab front.

_...,_ _ _ _ (DRAWER PULLS) Large center located pulls, give
balanced sliding ease.

Optional 'colol' choice .o! dutable infra-red
enamel. Oil ofesistont:
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(HARDWARE) Bond .. tjzed, aluminized and dear e~oxy
conted hardwa •e beautifies end resists comnkrn.
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'1----•(CC.n~N El\S) Round d _ corners · <..ccent modern cppJarance.

~ <>mpartm ent.
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CORMER POSTS)
corner 9lrcit1r
construction ' t'\.)ubles usable lif&. ,. l.,l~;oo: c'l'ner
posts reinforr1 l<>p, bottom, and : help to pr• en!
domol!e caused by overb"ding and rough u"oge.

(<ASTERS) Superior b~1t:i) r; type.
Model 250
illustrated

Press drawn and e1r":>.sed bottorii' dads to

SLIDES) Double width, double wdded
drawer slides add to lon g trouble free
Only
slide type allow ing 100% rlrower accessibility .

use.
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(CASTERS) Optional caster choife·
(CA~TER)

Hard Rubber caster may be locked .

Excludve'.~
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